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Since the sun was arise. Everyone doing their own activities, such as preparing for their
work, cleaning the house, cooking for breakfast, walking to their school, and so forth. Like us, on
Monday, November 19th 2018 we had a trip to the most beautiful place in 21st century. They said,
this place is the biggest lake in Taiwan, yups! that place is Sun Moon Lake. It sounds extremely
great to visit, especially this trip was invited by our honour Professor, Professor Tang, Shu-Mei.
Firstly, at 7.00 a.m we must gather in bus stop. While waiting for the bus, Mrs. Angel Hsu
gave us “su shi (read with Japanese pronounciation)”. I was so thankful for this food, cause of
made my belly more cheerful :D. Then, we got a bus and headed to Taichung HSR Station. After
we arrived in station, we were awaits almost 2 hours to get a bus. In our way, I saw precious
scenery within stacks of green, the hills and blue sky that made my eyes didn’t want to neglect it.
Finally, we arrived at Sun Moon Lake. The cold wind touched my body. Again, beautiful
scenery was succeeded to persuade me to enjoy this trip, I got a great energy to observe every
piece of view here. A bunch of people was relaxing the place from varied countries as such
Malaysia, Mongolia, Europe and many others. Then, we were heading to Harbor Yacht by boat,
needed around 15 minutes. In Harbor Yacht, we were served with delicious warm egg by Mrs.

Angel Hsu, and we were going to go the Buddha’s prayer room which has a historical about Master
Xuan Zhang and his journey.
After several hours, we visited to 2nd Harbor, the name is Syuanguang. In that place, we
were enjoyed the trip with delicious food that actually the unique food from Taiwan such as Tofu
which was suitable for cold weather like in Sun Moon Lake, then shrimp with beautiful toping,
what amazing it was!. Furthermore, we were heading to the place which can produce the pure
oxygen and we visited to butterfly garden, the situation made my mind and my heart extremely
relaxed and invited me to think about so far I have been here. I must be very grateful to God for
bringing me to this country, I’ve been meeting with any types of people here not only Taiwanese
people but also people around the world, then I tasted any kinds of foods, learned about cultures
in this country, and many things that I’ve learned along I live here. I’ve been realizing that God
has a good reason and I do believe this isn’t only for me but also for the people around me.
Moreover, we were taking a rest in something place with tea and cake, we were really enjoy our
moment within warm conversation, and we ended up our trip with taking a photo together
accompanied by a beautiful sunset.

